Introducing The SNOW 7” HD Video Magnifier

Item # VSNOW7HD

- A super lightweight, portable 7” HD video magnifier!

The newest video magnifier from Zoomax, the SNOW7HD is an enhanced version of the SNOW video magnifier. The SNOW is a customer favorite, and this new 7” model is a great addition to the SNOW family.

Some Features include:
- 7" video screen with an HD, auto-focus camera
- Truly portable - weighs less than 17oz
- Near AND far viewing modes. A unique feature!
- Continuous magnification, and large buttons
- Magnification from 2.2x – 16x
- 12 color contrast modes, and a folding reading stand
- Can be connected to a TV (with supplied video cord)
- 2 year manufacturer warranty

Your clients will love this 7" video magnifier. Professionals: try it for yourself, and compare with the other 7" models on the market